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GOOD THINGS ARE HAPPENING HERE!

I

n the past sixteen months, the Co
and Information has experienced extraordinary changes. In
addition to adopting a new name, vision and mission statements, and organizational structure, we’ve witnessed the
four competent directors of our schools tackle curricular reform,
reallocation of budgets, and rearrangement of office space.

cate faculty into respective units, and
We have converted seven of our
instructional spaces to “smart classroom” • establishment of a sound, productive
development plan.
status, we have hired four new faculty and a
Our entering students are among the best
director of technology, and we’ve increased
from 25 to 50 percent eleven graduate ever to attend UT. We have a dedicated, student-friendly faculty who continue to produce
teaching assistantships at $14,000 each.
At the same time, we have experienced excellent scholarly research and participate
budget reductions, institutional upheaval, in service to the university, the community,
and the state. We have an energized Board
and public scrutiny.
Rather than reciting the litany of the sad of Visitors who are committed to assisting
state of affairs at UT or bemoaning the fact the college with counsel, service, and financial
that we have inadequate funding, the college support. And we have alumni who unselfishly
has chosen to move forward with purpose continue to demonstrate their attachment to
and optimism. I think this is true for the the college with their gifts.
When you read about the travails at UT,
entire university. For this year, a partial list
please remember that we continue to be an
of our goals for the college include:
exceptional educational environment—one
• curricular reform, including revision
that will continue to grow and flourish.
of core courses in undergraduate and
Daily we teach and learn from our students,
graduate programs;
we advise and mentor undergraduates and
• revision and refocus of the Ph.D.
graduates, and we produce talented and
program to attract new students;
productive citizens. If anyone asks you
• increased international education
about what is going on at UT, just tell
opportunities for students;
them that good things are happening here—
• expansion of outreach efforts (e.g.,
especially in the College of Communicasummer workshops for high-school
tion and Information.
students, certificate programs, and
professional training opportunities);
• restructuring of existing space to relo— Dr. Faye D. Julian

Dr. Faye D. Julian, Interim Dean
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UPCOMING EVENTS
JANUARY 20: New York-area Alumni Reception

Ney Center, Young & Rubicam, 285 Madison Avenue, 7 – 9 p.m.
RSVP to Susan Barnes at sbarnes3@utk.edu or (865) 974 – 3046.

The University of Tennessee is an EEO/AA/Title VI/Title IX/Section 504/
ADA/ADEA institution in the provision of its education and employment
programs and services. A project of the UT College of Communication and
Information. E01-2901-002-04

ERRATA
In the Spring 2003 issue of Full Circle, Dwayne
Summars and Jack Topchik were mistakenly
omitted from the Honor Roll of Donors.
We regret the oversight.

FEBRUARY 5 – 6: Board of Visitors Meeting

UT campus
FEBRUARY 6: 26th Annual Research Symposium

Black Cultural Center, UT campus
FEBRUARY 27: NY Times v. Sullivan 40 th Anniversary Program

8:45a.m. – 4:30 p.m., cosponsored by CC&I and the UT College of Law
MAY 8: Spring Commencement

8:30 a.m., University ceremony, Thompson-Boling Arena
2:00 p.m., College ceremony, Knoxville Convention Center
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Full Circle

The name “Full Circle” was first proposed in
1994 by Dr. Michael Stankey, advertising professor and associate dean for undergraduate studies.
According to former dean Dr. Dwight Teeter,“Dr.
Stankey’s suggestion had two aspects: The Communication Building is located on Circle Park
Drive; and when alumni return to visit with faculty
or speak to classes, they’ve come full circle.”

AS VISIONS OF FELLOWSHIPS DANCE IN OUR HEADS…
by Susan Barnes

A

s the late
Minnie Pearl
used to say,
“I’m just so proud to
be here.”
After an absence
of almost 20 years,
I’m delighted to be
Susan Barnes,
back
at the university
Director of
Development
where I earned two
degrees and taught as an adjunct instructor. It is an honor to be the college’s
first full-time director of development,
replacing Joe Brandenburg. Joe is now
devoted to the College of Nursing, with
which he previously split his time. Joe,
and the entire faculty and staff, have
been extremely helpful in bringing me
up to speed with the new, improved, and
reorganized College of Communication
and Information.
Although I am new to the college, I am
not new to higher education development.
I have served as director of development
for the Grady College of Journalism and
Mass Communication at the University of
Georgia. More recently, I was assistant vice
president for development and university
relations at Austin Peay State University
and Middle Tennessee State University.
Though my major at UT was journalism, I have a long background in public

relations, which had not yet been invented
when I graduated in 1970. I’m active in the
Public Relations Society of America and
am a vocal advocate of this professional
organization among our PR students.
For me, attending the University of
Tennessee was a life-changing experience. While there is no way I could ever
repay the university or the college for
what they have meant to me, I’ve been
a regular donor for many years. If you’re
not already, I hope you’ll become one, too.
It’s gratifying to see what private gifts can
add to the quality of education here.
Our college’s needs fall into four
broad categories:
• Professorships and faculty fellowships,
which will enhance our reputation as
a premier research university and, in
turn, help us attract top graduate students;
• Graduate fellowships, which also help
us attract the best students and build
on our research reputation;
• Undergraduate/graduate scholarships,
which are always a need as tuition rises
and state support diminishes. The lottery-funded Hope Scholarships for
undergraduates in the next few years
will make privately funded scholarship
endowments even more important as
we compete with other state-aided

institutions for top students; and
• Equipment and technology support,
a continuous need, as we must constantly update and upgrade equipment
and software to keep pace with the
industries we serve.
Short-term priorities include funding to revive the intercollegiate debate
team; to provide undergraduate scholarships in public relations, communication
studies, and for minority students across
all disciplines; to start new programs in
journalism and electronic media, such as
a cable institute, a magazine emphasis,
and summer journalism workshops for
minority students; and to endow a chair
in children’s literature in the School of
Information Sciences.
In the coming months, I will be
visiting with many of you to outline
the funding needs of the college. I
hope you will seriously consider helping us to meet the challenge of reduced
state funding and increased costs
to educate our future communicators. Please call or e-mail me at (865)
974-3046, sbarnes3@utk.edu.
I look forward to meeting many new
friends and renewing some old friendships. A warning to my former students:
You’ll be among my first calls. C&I

C

ARE YOU UP TO THE CHALLENGE?
LARRY PATRICK, CHAIR OF THE
College of Communication and
Information’s Board of Visitors, has
made a $50,000 challenge gift to the
dean’s Excellence Endowment Fund.
The gift, announced at the fall
board meeting, can be matched by
contributions from anyone interested
in the college’s future. The fund will
be used by the dean of the college
for scholarships, graduate student
and faculty travel and research support, visiting lecturers, teaching

awards, scholastic materials, and lab
equipment—wherever it is needed
the most.
“We want this fund to be very
flexible,” Patrick says. “No one knows
better than the dean where the needs
of the college are the greatest.”
As this is an endowment, only
the interest from the new fund may
be spent, ensuring that money will
be available into perpetuity to help
meet the needs of the college. The
endowment enhances the existing

Communications Enrichment Fund,
which is also used at the dean’s discretion but which comprises current unrestricted annual gifts to the college.
“An endowment of this type is
essential in attracting top level candidates as we search for a new dean,”
notes Patrick, who also serves on the
dean’s search committee.
“We’re very grateful for Larry’s
support,” says Interim Dean Faye
Julian, “both financially and through
the invaluable gift of his time and
expertise.”
— S.B.
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ADVERTISING & PUBLIC RELATIONS
AD HIGHLIGHTS

T HE S CHOOL OF
Advertising and
Public Relations
began the fall 2003
semester with a total
of 443 students: 217
majoring in advertising, and 226 in public
relations (PR). A gradual
phasing-in of the 2.75
grade-point average (GPA)
admission standard has
reduced the number of
advertising majors from
295 this time a year ago,
and further reductions in
the number of students
admitted to the school’s
advertising and PR programs are expected over the
next two years. The school’s
goal is to admit around 60
new students each year
in each program, totaling
about 360 students overall
at the sophomore through
senior level.
• School faculty members
Drs. Sally McMillan,
Bonnie Riechert, and Eric
Haley have been awarded
a $50,000 grant from the
National Cancer Institute
to evaluate and refine the
educational materials of
the UT Medical Center’s
Breast Health Outreach
program. The program
is a grassroots community
effort to help women in
rural areas of East Tennessee gain access to
breast-health education
services.
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ADVERTISING STUDENTS
TAKE 5TH PLACE
IN NATIONAL COMPETITION
UT’S A MERICAN A DVERTISING
Federation (AAF) Student Competition
team won first-place honors this past
April in the
AAF District
Seven competition, and
then went
on to place
fifth among
more than
200 other
schools at
the national
competition
in Los Angeles in April.
The team’s The UT team’s award-winning
award-win- portfolio included this ad
for Toyota.
ning entry
included an integrated marketing campaign aimed at young adults for the
Toyota Matrix XR automobile.
Associate professor Margaret Morrison served as the team’s adviser. This
was the second UT team in three years
to make it to the national finals under Dr.
Morrison’s direction.

UT’s AAF student team. Front row (l. to r.):
Dr. Margaret Morrison, Jenny Vernon, Caroline
Stiel, Amber Bell. Back row (l. to r.): Aaron
Pedigo, Jake Clark, Curtis Rose, Amanda
Greer, April Watson. Not pictured: Sally Dollar.

FACULTY SHINE AT AEJMC
FACULTY MEMBERS OF THE SCHOOL
of Advertising and Public Relations were
well represented at the 86th annual convention of the Association for Education
in Journalism and Mass Communication
( AEJMC ) in Kansas City this past
August.
Assistant Professor Robyn Blakeman was a discussant in the refereed
paper session “The Effectiveness and
Impact of Advertising,” sponsored by
the Advertising Division. Associate
Professors Sally McMillan and Margie
Morrison presented a research paper
titled “Coming of Age in the E-Generation: A Qualitative Exploration of How
Young People Use Communication
Technology for Identity Building and
Social Interaction,” sponsored by the
Communication Technology and Policy
Division. McMillan also served as program
chair/head-elect for the division.
Assistant Professor Bonnie Riechert
and Lecturer Thomasena Shaw received
a second place award in the Top Teaching
Papers session, sponsored by the Public
Relations Division, for their paper “Maybe
We Should Just Agree to Disagree? Journalism and Public Relations Educators’
Attitudes Toward Public Relations and
the Degree of Coorientational Accuracy
that Exists Between Them.” Riechert also
served as head of the Science Communication interest group and as an invited panelist on “Food Safety in the News: Trends
and Themes” in the session “Breadbasket
of Fear: Communication about Food,
Farm, and Agricultural Risk.”
Associate Professor Candace White
presented a paper, co-authored by Shaw,
titled “Is Media Relations All There Is to
Public Relations?,” in the Top Faculty
Research session sponsored by the Public
Relations Division.

COMMUNICATION STUDIES • INFORMATION SCIENCES

DEBATE HAS A LONG HISTORY AT UT, BEGINNING
with the formation of the Republican Dialectical Adelphic
Society in the 1830s and the organization of the McKinney
Club in 1897. In the 1970s, the college’s forensics program
was at its peak, with 20 to 30
students participating each year.
The program provided training
to students in reasoned argument
and oral communication, offered
workshops in forensics to area
secondary schools, sponsored discussions and debates on campus,
John Knapton and Jennifer and hosted tournaments and
Lee participate in a
festivals, including the National
classroom debate.
Debate Tournament in 1984.
Through the generosity of two
anonymous donors, the School of Communication Studies
is reviving the program in debate and individual events at
UT this year. Professors Bob Glenn and Norma Cook are
working with the debaters each week, and Professor Mark
Harmon has given valuable help as well.
The program is new, and the debaters are all novices.
Students are learning debate theory and mastering the topic
through research and practice rounds this semester and will
compete in several tournaments in the spring. Contact Dr.
Bob Glenn at (865) 974-1923 or glenn@utk.edu for more
information.

THE SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION STUDIES
announces a summer study-abroad program in
International Communication and the
International Workplace. Under the
instruct ion of Dr.
Kenneth Levine, this
Paris-based experience is scheduled to
run from July 4 to
August 1, 2004.
As a class, students
will explore international communication Dr. Kenneth Levine holds class.
issues such as the French language policy, expatriate adaptation, international media, international public relations,
and the European Union. Guest speakers will enhance
classroom discussions.
The students will complete an independent study project by collect ing data based on
their own interests during their stay abroad.
The group will also find time to visit such sites as
Vaux le Vicomte, Chartres Cathedral, and various
cities and museums. For more information contact Dr. Kenneth Levine at (865) 974-1136, or visit
http://www.utabroad.org.

TENOPIR HEADS CENTER FOR INFORMATION STUDIES

I

NFOR MATION S CIENCES P ROFESSOR C AROL
TENOPIR was named interim director of the Center for

Information Studies (CIS) this past summer. The mission
of the center (which facilitates, administers, and conducts
applied research in a variety of areas) is to bring together
the many cross-disciplinary talents of all UT colleagues
in order to address research problems generally related to
information systems and services.
Over the next few years the center, which was established in 1989 by the School of Information Sciences,
hopes to increase participation in funded research by
faculty from all of the college’s departments, to pursue
more collaborative projects with other colleges at UT and
at other institutions, and to broaden its range of funding
agencies. Proposals have been sent to such groups as the
Library of Congress, the U.S. Department of Education,

BULLETIN

ASSIGNMENT: PARIS

BOARD

OPEN TO DEBATE

and the National Science Foundation (NSF).
This year the center has projects with not only the
NSF but also with the Council on Library and Information Resources and other public and private organizations.
Center researchers are currently working with Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) on the development of homeland security software, as well as on the Human Genome
Project. The center is also working with the FBI to implement electronic e-check requirements as outlined in the
Brady Bill (national firearms legislation that was signed
into law in 1994).
Additionally, SIS faculty and students are studying how
undergraduate science students use electronic journals
in order to help build the emerging National Science
Digital Library, which is being funded by the National
Science Foundation.

Full Circle
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JOURNALISM & ELECTRONIC MEDIA
MERGING AND CONVERGING
T HE SCHOOL OF
Journalism and
Electronic Media
is preparing for the
return of summer
boot camp this year
for high-school jour-

nalism but will offer electronic media electives as
well. In 2005 the summer
camp sessions will feature an electronic media
concentration. Faculty
will be able to use labs
at the university’s radio
and TV studios, the UT
Daily Beacon’s offices, a
local TV station, and the
Scripps cable network
facilities here in Knoxville. The Tennessee
Press Association (TPA)
and individual newspaper
publishers have promised partial scholarships
for both advisers and
students.
• Reflecting changes
occurring throughout
the media world, the
curricula of journalism
and broadcasting are in
the final stages of being
combined into one innovative media program.
These changes will give
students the opportunity for cross-training in
both print and electronic
media environments and
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to choose concentrations in such specialized
areas as sports, science,
or magazine editing and
writing. In addition, the
first steps are now being
taken to form a new
center, possibly to be
known as the Center for
Emerging Media, which
will focus on increasing
research and education in
ventures related to cable,
satellite, and interactive
television.
• The college will
cosponsor a day-long
program on February
27 commemorating the
40th anniversary of the
landmark New York Times
vs. Sullivan civil-rights/
media case. To be held
at the College of Law,
the sessions will include
such distinguished panelists and speakers as FirstAmendment expert Jane
Kirtley of the School
of Journalism and Mass
Communications at the
University of Minnesota,
Pulitzer-Prize winning
authors Anthony Lewis
and Diane McWhorter,
and the Reverend Fred
Shuttlesworth, a 1960s
civil-rights leader in Alabama who was a party to
a companion case to Sullivan. Professor Dorothy
Bowles of the School
of Journalism and Electronic Media is serving
on the event’s planning
committee.

BROADCASTERS TALK LICENSING

T

TENNESSEE firm Fletcher Heald and
Association
of Hildreth offered advice
Broadcasters (TAB ), in on how to fill out the
cooperation with the renewal forms. Roy
School of Journalism Stewart, FCC chief of
and Electronic Media, the Office of Broadheld a workshop at the cast License Policy, also
University of Tennessee this fall on
license renewal for
East Tennessee
broadcasters. Afterward the National
Broadcasting
Attorneys Frank Jazzo (left) and
Society, its student Harry Martin join the FCC’s Roy
organization, and Stewart (right) in helping area
TAB held a career broadcasters fill out license
renewal forms.
fair for students and
employers to discuss
provided guidance on
jobs and internships.
how the FCC views such
issues as localism and
group ownership.
At a luncheon following the workshop, Interim
Dean Faye Julian, Development Director Susan
Barnes, and Director of
the School of Journalism
Andy Fagin (left) and Sherree
White (right) of WBIR converse and Electronic Media
with a CC&I student.
David Smith talked about
The Federal Com- changes in the college.
munications Commis- Dr. Barbara Moore led a
sion (FCC) licenses radio discussion on internships
and television stations. and practicums.
At the afternoon
In 2004, Tennessee
radio licenses will be career fair, 75 students
up for renewal, and in met with 18 groups of
2005, Tennessee TV sta- employers from the East
tions will face the same Tennessee area to examine job opportunities and
process.
At the morning to discuss how best to get
workshop communica- professional experience.
tion attorneys Harry
Martin and Frank Jazzo
of the Washington, D.C.,
HE

NEW COLLEGE FACULTY

BULLETIN

digital libraries as a means to help close
the digital divide.
Dr. Allard’s primary research is digital
libraries, although she also specializes in
knowledge management and health information communication.
Allard serves on the board of directors
of the Networked Digital Library of Theses
and Dissertations, which helps people start
digital libraries at their institution of learning. This technology increases the availability of student research, empowers institutions to unlock their information resources,

Assistant Professor Robyn Blakeman
joins the School of Advertising and
Public Relations. She was formerly assistant professor and
coordinator of student services and
curriculum at West
Virginia University.
Ms. Blakeman now
teaches courses in
design and in creative strategy at UT.

She has recently contracted with
Roman & Littlefield to write a book titled
The Barebones of Advertising Print Design
and has already started work on her next
book, Integrated Marketing and Communications
Creative Strategy.
She hopes to write a series of nine
reference books examining various media
realms, from logo design and creative strategy to television and radio campaigns. Her
interests include image theory and the development of distance-learning curricula.

brain” students learn in academic “leftbrain” environments. She hopes to reach
out to creative and gifted students within
the school.
West Virginia University honored
Blakeman as the 2001-2002 Journalism
Teacher of the Year. She was nominated
to the 2002 Who’s Who Among America’s
Teachers, and was also selected for inclusion
in the 2003 Who’s Who in America.

Naeemah Clark , assistant professor

University and an M.A. and Ph.D. from
the University of Florida.
Clark’s main area of research concerns
portrayals of children and women in the
media. Harboring a keen interest in film
studies, she studies cinematic female character development and has also looked
at the history of regulation of children’s
programming.

Her dissertation won an honorable
mention in the Margaret Blanchard Historical Dissertation competition sponsored
by the American Journalism Historians
Association.
Clark teaches two research methods
courses. She is active in AEJMC and the
Radio, Television, and Film Group of
the American Journalism Historians
Association.

Levine developed a studies-abroad program, taking undergraduate and graduate
students to France to examine international and organizational communication
between the U.S. and members of the
European Union.
His primary research interests include
small group and organization communication, leadership, anticipatory socialization,

international communication, and taskversus-social communication. Levine is
also interested in issues such as freedom
of expression and information privacy. He
teaches Small Group Communication and
Introduction to Communication Studies.
Levine received his Ph.D. from Michigan State University and his J.D. from Case
Western Reserve University.

in the School of Journalism and Electronic
Media, formerly
taught electronic
media at Kent State
University. Dr. Clark
earned her B.A. in
English Education
at Florida State

Kenneth Levine, assistant professor of Communication Studies, hails from
Emerson College
in Boston, where
he was assistant
professor in the
Department of
Communication.
While there, Dr.

libraries also enable multimedia
and hypermedia, which allow students to present their scholarship
in new and creative ways.
Prior to her academic career,

Research Frontiers Corporation.
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Assistant Professor Suzie Allard
comes to the School of Information
Sciences from the University of Kentucky,
where she received her Ph.D. and M.S.L.S.
degrees and was a
presidential fellow.
Allard is interested
in increasing access
to information and
scholarship for
students internationally and sees
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EXTRACURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES

BAKER CENTER CONFERENCE
EXAMINES EMBEDDED JOURNALISM
by Janet Tate

W

as the “embedding” of media
correspondents with
military units a safer, more
efficient way to cover the war in
Iraq? Or might the cooperative
effort between the two be more
accurately described as “in bed,” as
some have suggested?
These and other timely issues were
discussed on September 23 during a
day-long conference at the University
Center, cosponsored by the College of
Communication and Information and
UT’s Howard H. Baker Jr. Center for
Public Policy, titled “The War: Iraq and
the Embedded Journalists.” Moderated
by John Seigenthaler Sr., former editor
of the Tennessean and founder of the
Freedom Forum and the First Amendment Center at Vanderbilt University in
Nashville, the programs provided several hundred attendees and others who
tuned in to a simultaneous webcast with
insights into this wartime news coverage
phenomenon.
Seigenthaler, who served in President Lyndon Johnson’s administration
during the Vietnam War, was a wellversed moderator in the history of
cooperation—or lack thereof—between
the country’s militia and its media. It
was during the Vietnam War, Seigenthaler pointed out, that as the element
of technology became an integral part
of war coverage, the government’s control over what was or was not reported
slipped. Largely as a result of this, there
was no media coverage at all permitted
by the military during the Reagan-era
conflict in Grenada. When the U.S.
went to war against Iraq, the concept
of “embedding” media with the military
arose: Journalists would be trained by
the military, and then accompany units
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into the war zones and receive briefings war, was killed during the battle for the
from military officials for the reports Baghdad Airport. “He was a true jourthey filed for their respective news nalist,” said Marcone, who also spoke
of a certain “fear of the unknown” and
organizations back home.
But by being embedded, were the apprehension over “what has happened
media too close to the military to remain in the past” when media accompanied
independent in their reporting of the armed forces onto the battlefield. Marwar? Conference speaker Bryan G. cone remarked that as far as his military
Whitman, senior
spokesman for
the
Defense
Department,
pointed out that
embedding journalists is “nothing
new”; the practice
dates back to the
Revolutionary
and Civil Wars.
The relationship
between military
command and
media reporters contains a
“healthy ten- John Seigenthaler Sr., moderator (left) and Alan Lowe, executive director
sion,” Whitman of the Howard H. Baker Jr. Center for Public Policy, listen to remarks.
said, admitting
that he initially had reservations about unit was concerned, the embedded jourthe journalists’ involvement. Eventually nalists had access to all briefings and
he worked with 500 “embeds,” including meetings. He also offered the opinion
correspondents from the Middle East- that current media sensationalism about
ern news agency Al Jazeera and others. the war “doesn’t really show the good
Whitman fielded questions from the things that are going on over there.”
Gary Tuchman of CNN, who spoke
audience over such issues as battlefield
next,
was embedded with the U.S. Air
censorship and the apparently difficult
task of estimating the numbers of Iraqi Force during the Iraqi war and characterized the experience as “wonderful.”
casualties.
Whitman was followed by Lt. Col. He dismissed the criticism expressed
Rock Marcone of the U.S. Army, a by some media analysts that journalmuch-decorated veteran who emo- ists’ stories were not released until they
tionally related the story of his life- had been preapproved by the military.
long friendship with journalist Michael “As long as we explain the ground rules,
Kelly. That friendship ended in April then I’m journalistically comfortable,”
2003, when Kelly, who was a Washington said Tuchman, giving as an example a
Post columnist and editor at large for
the Atlantic Monthly covering the Iraqi
Continued on Page 11

by Paula Casey
HE NEWLY MERGED SCHOOLS WITHIN THE COLLEGE
of Communication and Information, the search for a new
dean, the role of the Board of Visitors (BOV), marketing the college via “branding,” and improving the university’s image were
issues that were vigorously discussed at the Board of Visitors
meeting this past September 26 and 27.
The board, composed mostly of college alumni, meets annually, and sometimes biannually, to assist the dean and faculty and
to remain involved with the college in an advisory capacity.
We were particularly interested in the search for a new dean.
Several board members are actively searching for candidates.
There were also frank discussions about the university’s image
statewide, as well as the lack of “branding” as a way to strengthen
the college’s identity through marketing. The Board of Visitors’
membership roster includes top public relations and advertising professionals from Tennessee and other states, and all were
quite vocal about their concerns for the university, particularly
in view of the unfortunate circumstances surrounding the loss
of its last two presidents.
Several faculty members were present at the first day’s luncheon to explain what the college’s reorganization and realignment have meant for each of the departments. They were
eager to answer questions and to let the board know of recent
accomplishments. Interim Dean Julian, who has been exemplary
at guiding the recent merger, was present throughout all the
meetings and made sure the board’s questions were answered.

MICHAEL LARKIN: EXPOSING SCANDAL
by Mary Jean Robinson

F

OR THREE DAYS THIS PAST OCTOBER, THE SCHOOL OF

Journalism hosted Michael Larkin, deputy managing editor
of The Boston Globe, who spoke to nearly a dozen-and-a-half
classes during his visit to the UT campus. Larkin oversaw much
of the Globe’s Pulitzer Prize-winning coverage of investigations
into charges of sexual child abuse committed by priests in the
Catholic Church’s Boston archdiocese—a deepening scandal for
the church that ultimately toppled Boston’s Cardinal Bernard Law
and eventually spread to many Catholic dioceses nationwide.
The subject provided the veteran journalist the opportunity
to address both journalistic and public-relations issues during
his classroom visits.
It was Larkin’s “Spotlight Team” of investigative reporters who
brought the notorious Father John Geoghan to justice and paved
the way for innumerable lawsuits filed against pedophilic priests
by their victims, some of whose traumas were decades-old. The
team broke the scandal to the nation in January 2002, detailing the
sexual abuse in more than 900 stories. The Boston Globe was awarded
the 2003 Pulitzer Prize for its comprehensive coverage.

Jack Williams, director of development for the university, addressed the board and explained some of the
intricacies of his job in terms of cultivating prospects
and asking for big dollars. Susan Barnes, the college’s
director of development, also offered some insight
into her responsibilities and goals.
Board members agreed that they would like to
become more involved with the college by assisting
faculty and staff as much as possible and by spending more time with students. Larry Patrick, president
of Patrick Communications in Ellicott City, Maryland,
who is serving informally as BOV chairman, expressed his
belief that the board needs to get more involved in helping
the college in a variety of ways, such as financially and in-kind,
with more visits to the campus and meeting with classes. He
also emphasized the board’s desire to spend more time with
students and faculty.
A committee was appointed to prepare a mission statement
to map out ways to broaden our involvement, and to offer new
members a formal list of expectations.
For the next meeting of the Board of Visitors, scheduled
for February 5–6, 2004, many members will come up early to
teach classes or to interact with students and faculty.

ACTIVITIES

T

EXTRACURRICULAR

THE BOARD OF VISITORS HOLDS FALL MEETING

Paula Casey is a professional speaker and editorial coordinator of
The Perfect 36:Tennessee Delivers Woman Suffrage (Iris Press, 1998).

Larkin spoke to journalism students about the intricacies
of investigating the story in such an overwhelmingly Catholic
community as Boston. A Catholic himself, Larkin said that the
personal stories that soon began pouring out affected him emotionally, but that the overriding concern was completion of the
investigation. “I think the church would have benefited from a
professional crisis management team who could have advised [it]
on P.R. strategy without compromising legal defense,” he said,
responding to inquiries from UT public-relations students as to
why the church seemed to have handled the whole situation so
badly. He added, “The church is hardly renowned for seeking
outside advice.”
Larkin advised students that P.R. lessons could be learned
from the church’s initial resistance and defensiveness: “It was
very difficult for [Cardinal Law] or his spokesperson to be proactive throughout the year. They [may have been] simply unskilled
at the level of scrutiny that was focused on them during this
period.” Journalistically, the Spotlight Team’s investigative success has won the Globe not only a Pulitzer Prize but also the
gratitude and admiration of the public.
Mary Jean Robinson is a freshman in the School of Advertising & PR.
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The TECH
FILES

CATCHING UP ON TECHNOLOGY
by Joel Southern

J

“

ohn McNair, CC&I’s new
Our first priority is
director of technology, is
to make better use
wasting no time in making
all things technological
work better and run more
smoothly around the college.
allow software to be managed from a
Formerly with the college’s central server and used on a computer
Advanced Internet Technolo- as needed. Now, software licenses are
gies office, which fell under the purchased for each computer at considbudget axe earlier this year, McNair erable cost to the college.
was ready and willing to step in when
Noting further that “the failure of
Interim Dean Julian asked him this past network security is perhaps the single
summer to take charge of aiding the col- largest threat to college computers,”
lege with its digital resources and other McNair, who was formerly a senior
technology needs and training. Working systems analyst in UT’s Division of
with him are senior IT techInformation Infrastructure
nologist Anne Hensley and
Security office, fortunately
Matt Grayson, technology
has the necessary expertise
coordinator for the School
for the prevention and
of Information Sciences.
detection of computer“Our first priority is
system hacking and the
to make better use of our
subsequent possible loss
existing technologies,” says
of important data.
McNair, citing as examples
Assisted by funding
expansion of documenta- John McNair,
from the University’s
Director of Technology
tion procedures and the
Classroom Upgrade Comestablishment of an online inventory mittee, the college was able to refurbish
of the college’s resources. Another of seven classrooms and equip them with
McNair’s goals is to make improvements state-of-the-art technology. Each of
to the “authentication,” or signing-on the rooms now features a ceilingand –off, methods students and faculty mounted projector, built-in speakers,
must use in order to access campus net- and a Sympodium, or “smart lectern.”
works. The anticipated refinements will The Sympodium has a built-in moniprovide increased user network security tor with attached stylus (think virtual
and stability and better administrative “marking pen”). This setup allows an
monitoring and reporting capabilities, instructor to face the class while using
says McNair.
the lectern’s computer to project images
One of McNair’s goals is to provide onto a large screen at the front of the
network storage for students to help room. Once a computer is plugged into
them easily maintain their files, elimi- the Sympodium, the instructor simply
nating the need for students to transport touches the stylus to the lectern’s screen
digital assignments from computer to to write or illustrate—a capability that
computer. Cross-platform and software is especially useful for teaching writing
compatibility issues can sometimes and editing techniques.
make this process problematic.
The instructor can also then save
McNair would also like to establish for future use any notes that have been
flexible licenses using a “key server.” added during the class through this
This infrastructure, he says, would interactive screen. The Sympodium also
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includes connections for overhead projectors and other audiovisual equipment,
such as VCR and DVD players.
While two of the refurbished classrooms still contain “fixed” Macintosh
computer stations for writing and editing labs, others are now furnished with
laptop iBooks and Power Books, all of
which are wirelessly connected to the
Internet to provide students portable
network access for in-class research
and writing. “The flexibility provided
by laptops with wireless Internet access
is terrific for individualized ‘coaching’
in writing classes,” says Journalism
instructor Janet Tate. When not in use,
the laptops are housed in secure metal
carts in the locked classrooms.
One room now also sports an
“Elmo” projector, which Information
Sciences instructor Tena Litherland
finds especially useful. “Teaching the
art of picture books is so much easier
with the Elmo,” she says. “It is extremely
helpful in letting me share small picture,
book illustrations with the entire class.
It’s the perfect tool for visual learners.
We’re all on the same page now, literally
and figuratively.” Updated furniture and
flooring and fresh paint also enhance
the smart classrooms’ new high-tech
surroundings.
Because of the classroom upgrades
and thanks to the expertise of McNair
and his technology team, the college
now affords students access to excellent equipment and professional help
in their learning environments. McNair
hopes that as the world of electronic
communication inevitably evolves, he
and his team can keep the college in
step with increasingly complex and
rapidly changing innovations. C&I

C

— Joel Southern is co-editor of Full Circle
and coordinator of public information for
the School of Information Sciences.

Classroom Upgrades:

After

Room 316

Room 316

Room 314

Room 314

The TECH
FILES

Future communication professionals
Doug Baron (foreground), Clift
Ward, and Shaun Schielke work on a
journalism assignment in Room 314’s
flexible laptop classroom.

Before

Embedded Journalism, continued from Page 8

correspondent’s omission of stating his
or her unit’s specific location for safety
reasons.
Tuchman spoke of the trust that
built up between the embedded journalists and the military’s public-affairs representatives, to the extent that eventually
they were permitted to go wherever they
wanted on their assigned military bases.
By comparison, Tuchman pointed out,
the war in Afghanistan, where nonembedded journalists were relatively
free to travel without the benefit of
military protection, was a much more
dangerous enterprise for media representatives. In response to a question
from the audience, Tuchman admitted
that the issue of Iraqi casualty numbers,
while a “matter of logistics,” nevertheless was more fully covered by CNN
International than by CNN broadcasts
in the U.S.
After the lunch break a panel discussion on the impact of embedding
wartime journalists with the military
included Dr. Ed Caudill of UT’s
School of Journalism and Electronic
Media; Jeffry Dvorkin, ombudsman
for National Public Radio; retired naval
aviator and military analyst Capt. Rose-

mary Mariner, who is now a research
fellow at the UT Center for the Study
of War and Society; Washington Post
writer Lindsey Layton, and Jack McElroy, editor of the Knoxville News Sentinel. Among the topics discussed: Did
embedded journalists become biased
through identification with the soldiers
they were accompanying? Was Pentagon officials’ delight with what they
saw as the successful management of
wartime media coverage by embedding
journalists indicative of a lessening of
that “healthy tension” that should exist
between the two?
Afternoon sessions, moderated by
Kenny Irby of the Poynter Institute,
included presentations by photojournalists Don Bartletti of the Los Angeles
Times, Mark Biello of CNN, and Jack
Gruber from USA Today. “The photographic storytelling was powerful,”
said Mary Jean Robinson, a freshman
student in Public Relations who caught
the entire conference on the webcast.
Robinson noted that during the display
of the video and photos, “no one said
a thing,” instead letting the images of
war speak for themselves.

The Howard H. Baker Center for
Public Policy was instituted at UT in
August 2001 through a federally funded
grant. It now houses Baker’s papers
and other collected political materials.
Eventually the center will be relocated
and will feature an auditorium for
public programs as well as educational
exhibits, and will provide access to the
Baker papers and other collections for
students and research scholars.
The conference was also sponsored
by the UT Center for the Study of
War and Society, as well as by the East
Tennessee chapter of the Society of
Professional Journalists (SPJ) and the
Pilot Oil Company. Throughout the
day the sessions were streamed live via
UT’s website and are now archived in
the Baker Center, temporarily located
at 217 Hoskins Library (formerly
known as the Main Library) on Cumberland Avenue. More information on
the Center is available by phone, (865)
974-0931, or through the website:
www.bakercenter.utk.edu. C&I

C

Janet Tate is co-editor of Full Circle and a
graduate teaching associate and Ph.D.
student in Journalism.
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GOING HOME AGAIN

M

onica Langley magazine. Langley has been a guest
regularly proves lecturer at Columbia University and
Thomas Wolfe will return there to teach a course in
narrative writing this spring.
wrong.
Langley grew up in Knoxville,
She can and does come
home again—frequently—to attended Webb School, and majored
visit the Knoxville branch of in journalism at the University of
her family. And while here she Tennessee. She was managing editor
often comes by the College of of the Daily Beacon and was named a
Communication and Information Torchbearer. She received a wagonload
to visit her former professors in of other awards for her outstanding
the School of Journalism and academic achievements and journalistic
Electronic Media, where she will- talent, including the Ernie Pyle Memoingly shares with journalism classes the rial Award, which goes to the outstandrealities of being a senior special writer ing journalism student each year.
Monica Langley (’80/Journ.)
Dr. Kelly Leiter, dean emeritus of
for The Wall Street Journal.
This past fall, Langley was the the college, described her as “one of where she taught feature writing, and
Friends of the Knox County Public those rare students with so much talent at Georgetown Law School, where she
Library’s annual lecturer. She follows in and drive that the best thing you could taught classes on the First Amendment
the footsteps of such previous Friends do for her was to give her an assign- and freedom of the press.
She returned to Knoxville in 1989
lecturers as Homer Hickam of bestsell- ment and get out of her way. She knew
to become a partner in the law firm
ing Rocket Boys fame and John Berendt, what to do.”
After graduating from UT, Langley of Long Ragsdale and Waters, specialwhose Midnight In The Garden of Good
and Evil was on The New York Times best- attended Georgetown University Law izing in corporate, tax, health care, and
School, where she was editor of the nonprofit law. She is a member of the
seller list for more than two years.
Langley, who graduated from UT Georgetown Law Review. While at UT and District of Columbia, Tennessee, and
with highest honors in 1980, matched Georgetown she had reporting intern- U.S. Supreme Court bars.
In 1996, Langley returned to the
both Hickam and Berendt in audience ships at the Knoxville News-Sentinel, the
size at the Friends lecture. She also Atlanta Constitution, the Chicago Tribune, Journal as a reporter covering areas
such as wealth and philanthropy and
landed on the Times’ bestseller list this and The Wall Street Journal.
Wall Street financial services. Her
year, the very first week of the
investigative reports on a wide
release of her book Tearing Down
[She
was]
one
of
those
rare
students
array of subjects have regularly
the Walls: How Sandy Weill Fought
appeared on the Journal’s front
His Way to the Top of the Financial
with so much talent and drive
page. A series of articles she wrote
World…and Then Nearly Lost it All
that
the
best
thing
you
could
do
on tax abuses by the rich caused
(Free Press, 2002).
for her was to give her an
Congress and the IRS to outlaw
Langley took a two-year leave
the abuses, citing her stories.
to complete Tearing Down the Walls.
assignment and get out of her way.
In an interview with the TenIt was a tough and demanding
nessee
Alumnus magazine recently,
effort, she says. And while she’s
Langley told the interviewer:
Langley first joined The Wall Street
glad she wrote the book and happy with
its reception, she says she’s not ready to Journal full-time in 1983 as a reporter “When I attended Georgetown Law
in New York, where she covered the School after UT, I found my journaltackle another book just yet.
Since returning from book leave, telecommunications industry and the ism skills helped me tremendously in
Langley has written revealing articles breakup of AT&T. She transferred to getting on the law review and graduating
about billionaire moguls and high- the Washington, D.C., bureau in 1984 with high honors. I’m still putting these
profile chief executives for the Journal’s and covered banking, Congress, and the skills to use daily—whether interviewing executives for articles in The Wall
page one. She also has written “This presidential campaign of 1988.
At the same time, she was an adjunct Street Journal or writing a nonfiction
Mother’s Life,” a popular first-person
column for a national parenting professor at the University of Maryland, book for Simon and Schuster.”

“

”
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s a young student and athlete at
West Point Academy in 1965,
Jack Isenhour (MS/Comm., ’73) was
a firsthand witness to the budding
coaching style of Bobby Knight, the
infamous former basketball coach
of Indiana
University.
Isenhour
has
now
captured
K n i g h t ’s
legendary
antics, such
as chairsplintering,
Jack Isenhour
water cooler(MS/Comm., ’73)
smashing,
and official-lambasting, in a new book,
Same Knight, Different Channel: Basketball
Legend Bob Knight at West Point and Today
(Brassey’s Inc., 2003). It’s an “insider’s
account of Knight’s first year at West
Point and last days at Indiana,” says
Isenhour.
The book is built around Isenhour’s firsthand experiences as a
cadet at West Point and reporter at
Indiana University and Texas Tech
and demonstrates how the “win at any
cost” values of the military academy
shaped the career of the controversial
basketball coach.

SCANNING THE SKIES

U

T alumni Bill Harwood (BA/
Journ., ’82), CBS’s senior space
consultant and Cape Canaveral
bureau chief, and Mike Cabbage
(BA/Poli. Sci., ’91), space editor and
Cape Canaveral bureau chief for the
Orlando Sentinel, were back on campus
this past fall. Harwood and Cabbage,
who were holed up in town temporarily while collaborating on a book on
the Columbia space shuttle disaster,
took time out to speak to UT journalism classes on Oct. 22nd and 23rd

about their careers and the process
of reporting. Unfortunately, a lastminute publishing deadline prevented
Cabbage from visiting the classes, but
Harwood filled the bill admirably.
Harwood has been involved with
the space program since 1982, when
he attended his first shuttle launch as
a reporter for the UT Daily Beacon. He
went on to work early in his career for
UPI before joining CBS.
There are arguably few people more
qualified to write a book concerning the
events of and leading up to February 1,
2003, when the space shuttle Columbia lost contact with NASA’s mission
control
center and
burst into
a shower
of debris
that spread
across
much of
Texas and
Louisiana.
D u e
out in late
Januar y
2004, the Bill Harwood (BA/Journ., ’82)
one-year
anniversary of the loss of the space shuttle,
Harwood and Cabbage’s book Comm
Check…: The Final Flight of Shuttle
Columbia, published by Simon and
Shuster, will be an in-depth analysis
of the events surrounding the disaster,
as well as of the actions and reactions
of the NASA staff and the Columbia
Accident Investigation Board.
“The core of the book is interviews,” Harwood told journalism
students, as he explained the collaboration process: “I am the technical
guy; Mike understands the management side.” While Comm Check will be
Cabbage’s first book, Harwood has
written extensively about the space

program, including National
Geographic’s Space Odyssey:
Voyaging through the Cosmos.
—William A. Cross IV

SWIMMING WITH
SHARKS

R

ich Cole (BA/Speech, ’92,
MS/SIS, ’94) has been busy
with information and resource
management for visual effects companies since his graduation from UT
nearly a decade ago.
Cole is now with
Digital Domain,
the premier visual
effects facilities
in Los Angeles.
He catalogs and
retrieves videotapes
and also tracks Rich Cole
down computer data (BA/Speech, ’92;
MS/SIS, ’94)
and digital artists for
his company, which
produced the special effects seen in
such feature films as Titanic, Triple X,
and How the Grinch Stole Christmas.
Previously, Cole was the visual
effects coordinator at Sony Imageworks, where he put his information
skills to use by creating media libraries
and managing graphic assets related
to the industry, including data, artists,
and software. At Sony, he managed
databases in support of films such as
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone.
Cole attributes his success to both
his library and communication skills:
“One ‘swims with the sharks’ in the
entertainment industry,” he says, “so
those much-vaunted people skills are a
necessary element of success here.” C&I
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NOTES

1967
John R . Randt ( BS / Journ.) has
returned to active duty with the U.S.
Army. He is serving as senior public
affairs officer of Task Force Warrior,
an Army mission that trains Iraqi
exiles in Taszar, Hungary. Randt is also
developing a TV documentary about
the Army’s role in the Iraq war.

1976

Stephen Allan Patrick (MS/SIS) is
professor and head of the Documents/
Law/Maps Library Media Center at the
Sherrod Library at East Tennessee State
University in Johnson City, Tenn.

1979
Terry Livingston (BS/Brd.)
(BS/Brd.), operations specialist and Web coordinator for the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) in
Nashville, recently received his 20-year service
pin after having worked for the Army, Navy, Veterans’ Administration, and HUD. Livingston is
also a frequent contributor to the national website “Daily Focus News.”

1980
David Mould (BS/Journ.) is now a senior adviser
to the Secretary of Energy in Washington, D.C.
Mould’s work involves communications and
energy policy issues.
Lisa Hood Skinner (BS/Journ.)
(BS/Journ.), freelance writer
and senior account director at Ackermann Public
Relations in Knoxville, has been elected president
of the East Tennessee professional chapter of
the Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ) for
2003-2004.
Wayne Wood (BS/Brd.)
(BS/Brd.), director of publications at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in
Nashville, has recently published a collection of
columns he has written for Vanderbilt’s House
Organ in book form titled Watching the Wheels.
Proceeds from the sale of the book go to the
Jade Pasley Patient and Family Assistance Fund
at the Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center.

Murfreesboro, Tenn., has just published his
fourth book. Titled Lizards: A Natural History of
Some Uncommon Creatures (Voyageur Press, 2003),
the work is a companion volume to Badger’s previous books about frogs and snakes.

John Philleo (BS/Journ.) is editor of The Mountain Press in Sevierville, Tenn.

Deborah Allen Wallace (BS/Adv.) was recently
promoted to the position of community coordinator for Healthy Ventures in Seneca, S.C.

1996

1988
Michael Davis (BS/Journ.) is a business reporter
for the Virginian-Pilot in Virginia Beach, Va.
Charles W. “Chuck” Griffin (BS/Journ.) is studying to become a Methodist minister at Asbury College in Wilmore, Ky.

1989
Donna Cruze (BS/Journ.) is a copy editor at
the Knoxville News Sentinel.

1990
Phil Newman (BS/Journ.) is director of communications for the YMCA/Middle Tennessee
division in Nashville.

1991
Bill Conway III (BS/Adv.) is the newly elected
president of Conway Marketing Communications in Knoxville.
Nathan Rowell (BS/Journ.) is an attorney with
Watson and Hollow in Knoxville.

1992
Mary LaPolt Wood (BS/Speech) graduated in
May from the University of Tampa in Tampa,
Fla., with an MBA in marketing.

1993
Matt Cristy (BS/Journ.) graduated from Emory
University School of Law in May 2003. He is now
an associate with the firm Jones Day in Atlanta.

1994

Susan Chapman (BS/PR)
(BS/PR), director of community and board relations for the Girl Scout Council of Cumberland Valley, was recently named
one of Nashville’s Top 40 Leaders Under 40 by
the Nashville Tennessean and Young Leader of the
Year by the Young Leaders Council.

Sarah Huff Burnley (BS/Journ.; MS/Comm, ’01)
is a photographer for UT Photo Services.

David P. Badger (PhD/Comm.)
(PhD/Comm.), professor
and acting director of the School of Journalism at Middle Tennessee State University in
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Jim Hollifield (BS/Journ.) is a communications
specialist in the communications and media
services department at the Southern College of
Optometry in Memphis.

Darrell Richardson (BS/Journ.) is managing
editor for the Oak Ridger in Oak Ridge, Tenn.

1986

1987

1995

Yolanda Putman (MS/Comm.) is a reporter for
Chattanooga Times Free Press.
Rick Wallace (MS/SIS) was honored as the
Academic Librarian of the Year by the Southern
Chapter of the Medical Library Association. He
is the coordinator of Circulation and Outreach
Services at the Quillen College of Medicine
Library at East Tennessee State University and is
the incoming president of the Tennessee Health
Science Library Association.

Brett Schklar (BS/Journ.) is director of product
marketing for Q1 Labs in Atlanta.

1997
Franklin Cole (BS/Journ.) works in the online
division of HGTV in Knoxville. He edits a
newsletter titled Ideas.
Scott Daniel (BA/Speech) recently completed
the JD/MBA program at UT and is currently
working with Proctor and Gamble on the WalMart Global Customer Team.
Heather Hopwood (BS/Journ.) is a copy editor
at the Knoxville News Sentinel.
Jason Reynolds (BS/Journ.) is a business editor
for the Chattanooga Times Free Press.
Leigh Shoemaker (MS/SIS) is a media library
assistant at Home and Garden Television
(HGTV) Media Center in Knoxville.

1998
Brent Conklin (BS/Journ.) is a copy editor
and designer at The Charlotte Observer in Charlotte, N.C.
Jill Dybka (MS/SIS) is a systems administrator
and webmaster at Vanderbilt University’s American College of Neuropsychopharmacology in
Nashville.
William Hawk (MS/SIS) is a program associate
at the National Institute for Literacy where he codirects the National Institute for Literacy’s Information and Communication System project.
Mike Palshaw (BS/Journ.) is a high school
English teacher in Carmel, Ca.
Simon Shelton (BA/Speech) owns a professional landscape company in Nashville.
Sean McCombs (BS/Journ.) is a special projects
reporter for the Chattanooga Times Free Press.

1999
Selena Cunningham (BS/PR) was recently promoted to account executive at McNeely Pigett
and Fox Public Relations in Nashville.
Herschel Pollard (BS/Brd.)
(BS/Brd.), online producer
at WTVF-News in Nashville, won a regional
Emmy award this past February for engineering
achievement.

Ashley Clark (BS/PR) is employed by
Pepsi Bottling Group as a key account
manager in Nashville.

Lindsay Lane (BA/Speech) is a pharmaceutical representative for Johnson and Johnson in Nashville.

Stephanie Keck (BS/Adv.) is a national advertising sales assistant with WTNZ-Fox 43 in
Knoxville.

Jacob Clark (BS/Adv.) resides in St.
Charles, Ill., and is employed by Carat
in Chicago as a media assistant.

Michele McGinnis (MS/SIS) is the personal
research librarian for Wired Magazine editor
Kevin Kelly. She lives in Pacifica, Ca.

John Leslie (MS/SIS) is a catalog librarian and
assistant professor at the University of Mississippi J. D. Williams Library in University, Miss.

Jennifer (Piper) Fern (BS/Journ.) is
a reporter for the Oak Ridger in Oak
Ridge, Tenn.

Nellann (Young) Mettee (BS/Journ.) covers
Williamson County and Franklin governments
for the Tennessean in Nashville.

Melanie Manzo (BS/PR) lives in Knoxville and
works for Scripps Networks as a traffic assistant
for HGTV.

Ben Greene ( BS / Journ.) is a
reporter for the News Herald in Lenoir
City, Tenn.

Bryan Mitchell (BS/Journ.) is a general reporter
for the Knoxville News Sentinel.

Amanda Maples (BA/Speech) works for Cinemarr Productions in Sevierville, Tenn.

Candida Reid (BS/Brd.) is a reporter for CNN
Sports in New York City.

Holly Salmons Matin (BS/PR) is director of
marketing and communications for the Better
Business Bureau of Central Florida and was
also recently named to the Mayor’s Council on
Aging in Orlando.

Gene Hyde (MS/SIS) is the acquisitions librarian at Radford University in
Radford, Va.

2000

2001
Roger Heinrich (PhD/Comm.) is now assistant professor in the Department of Electronic
Media Communication at Middle Tennessee
State University in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Andrea Satterfield (BS/Brd.) works in production at CNN in New York City.
Leslie Swan (BS/Brd.) works in production at
WBIR-TV in Knoxville.
Dorie Turner (BS/Journ.) is a higher education
reporter for the Chattanooga Times Free Press.
Jason Walker (BS/Adv.) is a contractor for
Brothers Window Cleaning in Knoxville.
Courtney Watson (BS/Journ.) covers Brentwood government news for the Tennessean in
Nashville.

2002
Elizabeth (Fairchild) Besenfelder (BS/Journ.)
is a marketing representative for ITT Technical
Institute in Knoxville.
Brooke Bowlin (BS/Adv.) lives in Knoxville,
where she is employed by Wells Fargo Financial
as a credit manager.
Leslie Boyle (BS/Adv.) lives in Smyrna, Ga., and
is employed by Newell Rubbermaid as a field
marketing and sales representative.
Brantley Bridwell (BS/Adv.) lives in Greenville,
S.C., where she is employed in specialty advertising sales with Geiger.
Jeff Cuellar (BS/PR) resides in Knoxville, where
he works at AC Entertainment in community
relations.
Katie Gohn (MS/SIS) is a support specialist
for the University System of Georgia, Board
of Regents Library and Customer Information
Services in Athens, Ga.
Anna-Lindsay Hobson (BS/Adv.) is a branch
manager trainee with CitiFinancial in Tullahoma,
Tenn.

Christina Myers (BS/PR) resides in Lenoir City,
Tenn., and is the marketing and account executive for Farragut Mortgage Group.
Jasmine Negahban (BS/PR) is a staff associate
for McNeely, Pigott, and Fox in Nashville.
Brian Newman (BS/Brd.) is a master control
operator at Scripps Network in Knoxville.
Rachael Oberman (BS/PR) lives in Knoxville
and is the marketing director at ARAMARK.
Keri-Lynn Paulson (MS/SIS) is a librarian at
George Washington University in Washington,
D.C.
Chrissie Peters (MS/SIS) is a librarian at
Northeast State Community College in Blountville, Tenn.
Abby Scarbrough (BS/Adv.) works for Goody’s
Family Clothing Inc. as a print production coordinator in Knoxville.
Bradley Shepard (BS/Journ.) is a sports reporter
for the Chattanooga Times Free Press.
Teresa Welsh (MS/SIS, ’93; PhD/Comm.) is
an assistant professor for the School of Library
and Information Sciences at the University of
Southern Mississippi in Hattiesburg, Miss.
Julie Wiest (BS/PR) is a freelance writer in
Powell, Tenn.
Bridget Vrba (BS/Journ.) is an assistant account
executive for Ruder-Finn in Chicago.

2003
Wesley Baldwin (BA/Speech) attends Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary in Forth
Worth, Texas.
Amber Bell (BS/Adv.) is a sales assistant for
Journal Broadcasting in Knoxville.

CLASS
NOTES

Ashley Johnson (BS/PR) is currently a project
coordinator for HealthCare 21 Business Coalition in Deerfield, Ill.

Knight Stivender (BS /Journ.) is an education
reporter for the Nashville Tennessean.

Missy Koenigsberg (BS/Journ.) is a copy
editor for the Jackson Sun in Jackson, Tenn.
Cherish Matthews (BS/Journ.) is a copy editor
at the Leaf-Chronicle in Clarksville, Tenn.
John Montuori (BS/Brd.) is an accounts representative at WILD-98 radio in Knoxville.
Shaara J. Pajcic (BS/PR) works in the press
department for U.S. Senator Bill Nelson
(D-Fla.) in Washington, D.C.
Grant Rosenberg (BS/Journ.) is the community
coordinator in the Office of Neighborhoods for
Knox County, Tenn. Rosenberg’s office functions
as a clearinghouse for problems and questions
for county residents.
Wren Smith ( BS /Adv.) is an account
coordinator for M&M Marketing in Brentwood,
Tenn.
Brett Tannhauser (BA/Speech) is employed
by the UT Athletics Department in the video
department.
Dori Thornton (BS/PR) is an associate at Hammond & Associates, a Republican fundraising
firm in Washington, DC.
Kristen Watters (BA/Speech) is teaching English as a second language in Tokyo, Japan.
Jeff Weddle (PhD/Comm.) is assistant professor
in the Communications Department at Mississippi University for Women in Columbus, Miss.
Zac Wright (BS/PR) is press secretary for the
Tennessee Democratic Party in Nashville. Wright
previously served on former Vice-President
Al Gore’s national press staff.

In Memorium
Travis Roy Harvey (BS/Comm., ’02) died
Thursday, June 5, 2003. Harvey had been
employed by the Mellow Mushroom restaurant
in Knoxville.

Tara Bowen (BS/Journ.) is a full-time copy
editor at the Virginia Pilot in Virginia Beach, Va.

Full Circle
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College Co-hosts Alumni Reception
at AEJMC

SIS Alumni Board Hosts
Homecoming

Graduates reunite at AEJMC. Left to right:
Todd Chambers (Ph.D. ’00), John Lombardi
(Ph.D. ’99), and Paul Crandon (Ph.D. ’99).

Paul Crandon (Ph.D. ’99) and
Carol Zugner (Ph.D. ’99).
The SIS Homecoming Brunch brought together old and new
friends alike. From left: Professor Suzie Allard, Doris Martinson
(MS/ ’96), SIS alumni board member Janet Drumheller (MS/
’77), Susan Barnes, CC&I’s director of development, and SIS
alumni board member Pat Thompson (MS/ ’01).
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